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The Decline of Sport

In the third decade of the supersonic age, sport gripped the nation in an ever
tightening grip. The horse tracks, the ball parks, the fight rings, the gridirons, all
drew crowds in steadily increasing numbers. Every time a game was played, an
attendance record was broken. Usually some other sort of record was broken, toosuch as the record for the number of consecutive doubles hit by left-handed
batters in a Series game, or some such thing as that. Records fell like ripe apples
on a windy day. Customs and manners changed, and the five-day business week
was reduced to four days, then to three, to give everyone a better chance to
memorize the scores.
Not only did sport proliferate but the demands it made on the spectator became greater. Nobody was content to take in one event at a time, and
thanks to the magic of radio and television nobody had to. A Yale alumnus,
class of 1962, returning to the Bowl with 197,000 others to see the YaleComell football game would take along his pocket radio and pick up the
Yankee Stadium, so that while his eye might be following a fumble on the
Cornell twenty-two-yard line, his ear would be following a man going
down to second in the top of the fifth, seventy miles away. High in the
blue sky above the Bowl, skywriters would be at work writing the scores
of other major and minor sporting contests, weaving an interminable
record of victory and defeat, and using the new high-visibility pink newssmoke perfected by Pepsi-Cola engineers. And in the frames of the giant
video sets, just behind the goal posts, this same alumnus could watch
Dejected win the Futurity before a record-breaking crowd of 349,872 at
Belmont, each of whom was tuned to the Yale Bowl and following the
World Series gamein the video and searching the sky for further news of
events either under way or just completed. The effect of this vast
cyclorama of sport was to divide the spectator's attention, oversubtilize his
appreciation, and deaden his passion. As the fourth supersonic decade was
ushered in, the picture changed and sport began to wane.
A good many factors contributed to the decline of sport. Substitutions in
football had increased to such an extent that there were very few fans in
the United States capable of holding the players in mind during play. Each
play that was called saw two entirely new elevens lined up, and the players
whose names and faces you had familiarized yourself with in the first
period were seldom seen or heard of again. The spectacle became as
diffuse as the main concourse in Grand Central at the commuting hour.
Express motor highways leading to the parks and stadia had become so
wide, so unobstructed, so devoid of all life except automobiles and trees
that sport fans had got into the habit of traveling enormous distances to

attend events. The normal driving speed had been stepped up to ninetyfive miles an hour, and the distance between cars had been decreased to
fifteen feet. This put an extraordinary strain on the sport lover's nervous
system, and he arrived home from a Saturday game, after a road trip of
three hundred and fifty miles, glassy-eyed, dazed, and spent. He hadn't
really had any relaxation and he had failed to see Czlika (who had gone in
for Trusky) take the pass from Bkeeo (who had gone in for Bjallo) in the
third period, because at that moment a youngster named Lavagetto had
been put in to pinch-hit for Art Gurlack in the bottom of the ninth with the
tying run on second, and the skywriter who was attempting to write
"Princeton O-Lafayette 43" had banked the wrong way, muffed the "3,"
and distracted everyone's attention from the fact that Lavagetto had been
whiffed.
Cheering, of course, lost its stimulating effect on players, because
cheers were no longer associated necessarily with the immediate scene but
might as easily apply to something that was happening somewhere else.
This was enough to infuriate even the steadiest performer. A football star,
hearing the stands break into a roar before the ball was snapped, would
realize that their minds were not on him and would become dispirited and
grumpy. Two or three of the big coaches worried so about this that they
considered equipping all players with tiny ear sets, so that they, too, could
keep abreast of other sporting events while playing, but the idea was
abandoned as impractical, and the coaches put it aside in tickler files, to
bring up again later.
I think the event that marked the turning point in sport and started it downhill
was the Midwest's classic Dust Bowl game of 1975, when Eastern Reserve's
great right end, Ed Pistachio, was shot by a spectator. This man, the one who did
the shooting, was seated well down in the stands near the forty-yard line on a
bleak October afternoon and was so saturated with sport and with the
disappointments of sport that he had clearly become deranged. With a minute
and fifteen seconds to play and the score tied, the Eastern Reserve quarterback
had whipped a long pass over Army's heads into Pistachio's waiting arms. There
was no other player anywhere near him, and all Pistachio had to do was catch
the ball and run it across the line. He dropped it. At exactly this moment, the
spectator-a man named Homer T. Parkinson, of 35 Edgemere Drive, Toledo, O.suffered at least three other major disappointments in the realm of sport. His
horse, Hiccough, on which he had a five-hundred-dollar bet, fell while getting
away from the starting gate at Pimlico and broke its leg (clearly visible in the
video); his favorite shortshop, Lucky Frimstitch, struck out and let three men die
on base in the final game of the Series (to which Parkinson was tuned) ; and the
Governor Dummer soccer team, on which Parkinson's youngest son played
goalie, lost to Kent, 4-3, as recorded in the sky overhead. Before anyone could
stop him, he drew a gun and drilled Pistachio, before 954,000 persons, the
largest crowd that had ever attended a football game and the second largest
crowd that had ever assembled for any sporting event in any month except July.

This tragedy, by itself, wouldn't have caused sport to decline, I suppose, but it
set in motion a chain of other tragedies, the cumulative effect of which was
terrific. Almost as soon as the shot was fired, the news flash was picked up by
one of the skywriters directly above the field. He glanced down to see whether
he could spot the trouble below, and in doing so failed to see another skywriter
approaching. The two planes collided and fell, wings locked, leaving a confusing trail of smoke, which some observers tried to interpret as a late sports
score. The planes struck in the middle of the nearby eastbound coast-to-coast
Sunlight Parkway, and a motorist driving a convertible coupe stopped so short,
to avoid hitting them, that he was bumped from behind. The pile-up of cars that
ensued involved 1,482 vehicles, a record for eastbound parkways. A total of
more than three thousand persons lost their lives in the highway accident,
including the two pilots, and when panic broke out in the stadium, it cost another
872 in dead and injured. News of the disaster spread quicky to other sports
arenas, and started other panics among the crowds trying to get to the exits,
where they could buy a paper and study a list of the dead. All in all, the
afternoon of sport cost 20,003 lives, a record. And nobody had much to show for
it except one small Midwestern boy who hung around the smoking wrecks of the
planes, captured some aero news-smoke in a milk bottle, and took it home as a
souvenir.
From that day on, sport waned. Through long, noncompetitive Saturday afternoons, the
stadia slumbered. Even the parkways fell into disuse as motorists rediscovered the
charms of old, twisty roads that led through main streets and past barnyards, with their
mild congestions and pleasant smells.

